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CONTEXT
Site location
The site sits on the north side of the Avon Valley commanding impressive
views to the south within an area designated as an Area of Great Landscape
Value: (AGLV). There is good accessibility via the local road network to the
villages of Slamannan and Avonbridge which both offer reasonably
comprehensive local facilities. The local primary school would be Slamannan.
Falkirk itself lies approximately 6 miles to the north. The site is surrounded by
agricultural land with mature shelterbelt tree planting to the east and west.

Fig 2: View of the Upper Avon Valley looking west
from Boagstown Farm

Slamannan

Fig 1: Location Plan

Fig 3 : View of the Upper Avon Valley looking east towards Boagstown Farm
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Existing site appraisal
The site is currently occupied by a number of different types of traditional
agricultural building which have been identified on the existing site plan:
Building A
Stone steading
An ‘H’ plan stone built steading with pantiled pitched roofs. This building in
the past seems to have been used for storage, a diary and some form of
milling. The topography around this building is irregular and a pond used to
be located at its northeast corner. This is now dry but the banks and
landform remain.

Fig 4: Byre E

Building B
Brick Outbuilding
Traditionally built brick storage building with a pitched, profiled sheet roof.
Building C
Dutch hay barn
A steel framed, open sided barn of traditional proportions with a barrel
vaulted, profiled metal roof.

G Not illustrated

Building D
Brick Outbuilding/shed
Traditionally built brick storage shed with a pitched, profiled sheet roof
Building E
Byre
Traditional agricultural building with steel frame, slatted timber cladding to
sides and a profiled sheet roof. This building sits adjacent to a steel grain silo
that is a prominent form within the massing of the building cluster.
Building F
Byre
Traditional agricultural building with steel frame, slatted timber/ profiled sheet
cladding to sides and a profiled sheet roof. Built as a lean-to structure to the
south side of the Dutch hay barn(C).

E

A

Building G
Portal Shed
Modern portal framed ‘industrial’ shed with a deep plan and shallow pitched
roof with profiled metal cladding to roof and walls.
Out with the proposed development site to the west is the original farmhouse
comprising a 11/2 storey, stone built cottage. This is currently occupied and
used as a dwelling.
All the buildings that comprise the cluster forming Boagstown Farm have
become redundant as far as their agricultural use is concerned. Operations
have been centralised at North Bankhead Farm, which is also owned by the
applicant. Occasional use is still made of the Dutch barn and byres although
this will shortly cease on completion of new facilities at North Bankhead Farm.

B

C
F

D

Fig 5 : 3D view from the south showing existing farm buildings
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Fig 6 : Extracts from SPP 15 and PAN 72

Planning Policy and Design Strategy

SPP 15

The development strategy for the site has been informed by both local and
national planning policies. It is recognised within Falkirk Council’s Structure
and Local Plans that both Avonbridge and Slamannan are key villages for
housing lead regeneration: Special Initiatives for Residential Regeneration
(SIRR). Although the Local Plans look specifically at housing within extended
village boundaries small scale developments on brownfield sites within these
village catchments will have a similar impact in encouraging in-migration to
the area and supporting and extending the facilities provided in these
settlements. There is a clear need for high quality development within the
Braes locale. Currently, although a rural area (and a AGLV) with very good
east and west transport links to the rest of the Central Belt, the Braes suffers
from a declining population and the perception that its village settlements
are deprived and run down. It is vital that the overall image of the area is
enhanced both in actual and perceptual terms. Well-designed, innovative
housing can help achieve this goal. (para 2.23, 2.33,2.34 FCSP)
It is important that high spec, quality housing is provided within the council
area to retain a healthy population demographic. This has been successfully
provided at Airth with developments such as those by Manor Kingdom and
others, however these dwellings are essentially non-site specific, suburban
models and the areas have evolved as expensive ghettos adjacent to
existing settlements. It is essential that different models of development are
explored that enhance the local environment, make use of the positive
aspects of its context and fulfil the strategic aims of Local and Structure Plans.
SPP 15 is a material consideration for this application as the proposal requires
a pro-active rather than regulatory approach to rural development (para 37
SPP15). Although published in 2005 development approaches detailed in SPP
15 have not as yet been fully incorporated into the current Local and
Structural Plans of Falkirk Council.
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The proposed development incorporates both “conversion” and “new
groups of houses” as defined in PAN 72. The design principal has been to
retain the massing of the overall building cluster within its landscape setting.
To do this all the key buildings that currently form part of this massing have
been considered and a strategy devised for each them that is part of this
larger picture.
Some buildings can be converted and the existing relationships between
them enhanced to help build a sense of “place”: the structural integrity and
disposition of Buildings A, B and D lend themselves to conversion with a small
element of new build extension. Some existing structures clutter the site and
are detrimental to maximising the contextual response of the remaining
buildings. For this reason the small shed to the east of Steading A and Byre F
are to be demolished. Other buildings on site are of a non-traditional form:
Shed G is a wide span portal frame of industrial character and does not add
positively to the overall cluster massing. It is proposed to remove this building
and the smaller adjacent shed. The remaining byre (E) and Dutch barn (C)
are important elements of the farm massing. All too often traditional
agricultural sheds are dismissed when considering the conversion of steading
and farm building groups. Both these agricultural buildings have traditional
narrow plans and strong, geometric forms. The barrel vaults of Dutch barns
are very recognisable elements in traditional rural building typologies and in
this case is an important part of the building group. Similarly, open sided
byres and grain silos are an integral part of what has become our rural
vernacular. It is proposed that because these traditional agricultural forms
are an integral part of the existing building group that their massing should be
retained and reinterpreted to provide a template for new build houses. This
approach is identified in PAN 72 under its descriptions for ‘rural development
opportunities’ and its application very appropriate in this instance. In the
reinterpretation of these ‘shed’ forms the original footprint location has been
appraised and in both cases moved to the east. Whilst this shift has minimal
impact on the overall landscape massing of the building group it allows the
space between the individual elements of the group to be better
proportioned and improves the relationships between each element and the
entry or “reception” area. (para 23 SPP15)

Fig 7 : Hay barn C

G

Fig 8 : Existing buildings A and B

E

Not illustrated

relocate

A convert
demolish

B convert

C

relocate

F
demolish

D convert

Fig 9 : 3D view from the south proposed alterations, existing shown in red tone
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DESIGN PROPOSAL
Many of the principals adopted in the overall design philosophy for
Boagstown Farm are detailed in the Scottish Executive’s ‘Designing Places’
and ‘PAN 72’. The spaces between the individual buildings within a cluster
are as important as the buildings themselves. Within a cluster there will also
be a hierarchy of buildings, it is important that some elements provide a
visual focus and others the general backdrop or setting. The new Boagstown
Farm has been designed on a number of levels: its general setting in the
landscape; its cohesion as a building cluster and the private amenity
afforded to each dwelling.
Landscape Setting
The existing farm buildings sit on the north side of the Avon valley well below
the skyline and shielded to the east and west by mature shelterbelt trees. The
farm is actually quite hidden from the majority of the surrounding roads. From
the north it is completely invisible, from the south the following comparative
views illustrate the existing farm and how the new proposal would nestle into
the landscape. Winter views have been taken as they illustrate the farm
buildings at their most visible although it should be noted that the local road
network only provides very long distant views of the farm-building cluster.

Fig 10 : Location of landscape views on following pages
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Photograph

VIEW 1
Digital model as existing

Digital model as proposed
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Photograph

VIEW 2

Digital model as existing

Digital model as proposed
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Photograph

VIEW 3

Digital model as existing

Digital model as proposed
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Cluster Layout
The existing and proposed buildings are loosely set out around a central
courtyard space that is accessed from the public highway to the north.
Although this existing access will be upgraded it is proposed that it will retain
its private rural roadway nature. The site slopes considerably from north to
south and the central access courtyard, created by moving the massing of
buildings C and G to the east, is designed to accommodate this level
change whilst still being perceived as a single space binding the scheme
together. Low-level walls demarcate legal ownership of this space and allow
for changes in level without visually sub-dividing it. On entry the natural
topography lays out the building cluster before you. The U shaped form of
buildings contain the visitor whilst at the same time allowing glimpse views out
to the surrounding countryside. At the periphery of the courtyard private
spaces allow for car parking adjacent to the individual dwellings.
Fragmenting the parking into small pockets allows cars to be
accommodated into the central space without visually dominating it.
Within building clusters it is vital that both private and communal space is
considered. In this case each dwelling has a presence onto the central court
as well as private garden ground that is reasonably secluded from
immediate neighbours. Private garden ground is located on the perimeter of
the scheme and will be divided from the surrounding agricultural land with
post and wire fences and hedges of native species. This replicates the
existing boundary treatment around the farm buildings and adjoining fields.
Divisions within the court are more structured with low stonewalls as previously
described.

Fig 11 : 3D view from the south indicating new build elements (green) and
relocated hay barn and byre (yellow).

The existing retained buildings are well orientated with courtyards and long
elevations to the south. In their conversion this allows for an excellent aspect
looking south over the valley.
The sub-division of existing buildings to form Units 4 & 5 is informed by both
units requiring a direct relationship with the courtyard as well as maximising
the southerly aspect for both.
Two of the Units: 2 & 7 have an easterly aspect. This is the result of the existing
building layout and the use of Byre E as a building model. These dwellings still
have an excellent outlook and well-defined private space whilst giving a
sense of enclosure to the eastern and western sides of the entry court.
The relatively dense building form to the SW of the site works in conjunction
with the existing shelterbelt to provide shelter to the main court from the
prevailing winds.

Private Garden
Private Parking
Entry Courtyard

Fig12 : Diagram indicating types of spaces between buildings
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Existing and Proposed views
The photographs and digital model views illustrate the how the massing of
the proposed converted and relocated buildings have been designed to
closely replicate the massing of the existing farm cluster. The views illustrated
have been taken from similar positions to give an accurate representation of
what the proposed environment would look like.
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PROPOSED MATERIALS

STANDING SEAM ROOFING

WOOD

HEAT TREATED TIMBER

STONE

STONE

TILE

TIMBER CLADDING

BRICK

BRICK

STEEL

Sustainability
All units have been designed to exploit natural daylight and solar gains
wherever possible. High levels of insulation, well above current Building
Regulation standards are proposed. Alternative forms of energy generation
will be considered as part of the detailed development process. Sufficient
land is available for the consideration of heat pumps that will be combined
with under-floor heating systems. Reasonably large areas of south facing roof
will allow for solar energy collection panels and /or photovoltaics. It is
proposed that the detailed use of low carbon energy sources will be
developed and detailed at construction stage as the markets and products
in these areas are continuously improving and changing.
Drainage will be dealt with by way of a single sewage treatment plant that
will process all foul sewage from the development with treated effluent
disposal via soakaway. Grey water technologies and rainwater harvesting
will be utilised to deal with surface water runoff where the topography of the
site will assist in making this type of solution viable.
Materials
The proposed materials for the development are primarily generated from
what is currently on site with new materials being used to evoke textures and
forms of an agricultural nature.
Units 1,2 & 3
Existing and new stone walls with pantiled roofs, timber windows and doors.
Dormers have been avoided here to maintain the roofscape of the original
steading.
Units 4 & 5
Existing brickwork walls with slated roof (building B) and tern coated metal
standing seam roof (building D). Proposed new dormers will have a metal
cladding to match roof finish. The stair cylinder on the north side of Unit 5 will
be clad in stainless steel.
Unit 6
Exposed steel frame with glulam roof trusses and standing seam metal roof
cladding. Walls will be both brickwork (eastern block) and timber cladding
(western block). The timber cladding on the western block will be orientated
in different directions and will have differing textures to evoke the qualities of
stacked straw bales. It is proposed that the primary structure and barrel vault
will be finished in a traditional red oxide colour.
Unit 7
Exposed steel frame with standing seam, metal roof cladding.
The walls will be clad in black brick (east elevation)/natural stone (west
elevation) and heat-treated timber cladding/slats. The building tones will
primarily be black, grey and silver with a warmer plinth of stone on the west
side. The rotunda will be clad in stainless steel on a brick plinth acting as a
focal point for the entry court.

STAINLESS STEEL

EXISTING MATERIALS
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CONCLUSION
The redevelopment of Boagstown Farm will provide well-designed, innovative
housing within an SIRR area. Its aims to provide a high quality housing solution
compliant with the aims of PAN 72 that addresses many of the issues
identified in Falkirk Council’s Structure Plan within the policy framework of
SPP 15. It is a model of sustainable rural development that will benefit its
immediate locale and the Braes area in general.

Fig 13 : View of proposed development from the Southeast
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